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About This Game

This is an engrossing educational game with vivid EGA/VGA graphics and support for Adlib and Sound Blaster. Using the Duke
Nukem graphical system, Word Rescue has state-of-the-art dual-screen scrolling graphics similar to what's seen on the Super

Nintendo and Sega Genesis home gaming systems. Even "grown-ups" will like Word Rescue!

Play as either a girl or a boy. Visit amazing locations on your word-finding adventure, as you hunt for missing words. Dark
caves, rocky cliffs, deserts, happy towns, haunted houses, funny factories and creepy dungeons are just some of the places you'll

explore.

Features

Progress Through Play: Educational software that's fun to play and designed for a range of players of all ages!

A World of Words: Three unique multi-level adventures, with 330 words to rescue.

Everybody's Included: Choose whether to play a girl or a boy character.

Comprehensive Learning: Learn reading, spelling, word meanings, and logic-solving.

Save Your Progress: Save and restore your progress and use the built-in help and high score list.

Controller Support: Partial Xbox 360 Controller support.
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Title: Word Rescue
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Redwood Games
Publisher:
3D Realms (Apogee Software)
Release Date: 1 May, 1992
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Good game and atmosphere but with a bad side. There's 4 endings and no safe mechanics. So if you wanna get all 4 endings or if
you die almost at the end, you have to start all over. Some of the most fun co-op gaming i've had in the Vive :) Tanks go boom!
The randomised levels are fantastic and some of them are really a spectacle to see even after 15+ hours. Multiplayer is where
the heart of the game lies but don't underestimate how annoying it can be when someone joins your game and wastes all the
shared team lives by respawning constantly :D. How does one improve on perfection? Smokebox has with this add-on. Building
on an already cutting edge collection of mid-19th Century stock, Smokebox now takes a look at what North American railroads
began to do when looking for larger power to tackle longer trains and steeper grades. This add-on also includes yet further
improvements to the brake scripting which mitigates the long-standing "sliding bug" that affected uncoupled stock.

Value for money, this is probably my first choice of all add-ons. If you're looking for a real challenge, start here to experience
an early and important chaplter of the dawn of the Railway Age. You'll find the interest grows on you before you realise it..
Really fun game. Bought it when it first came out and even now I still find myself playing it from time to time. Great
soundtrack and awesome graphics.. This game is the best game of all time 10\/10. I sent a super hot chick this game and now we
marry thx herding dog. Classic MMO from 2006. Still manages to be innovative with its unique skill leveling system and
abundent classes.
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This version of the game is a shame, because of technical unfixed issues, because of the huge price, because of lack of respect
for gamers.
25 years ago, I spent hours on this pinball. It was cult, even there is only one table.
Team17 choosed to relaunch the game without manual, without tutorial, without any explanation about the keys to use or
possibility to rebind them. You are supposed to figure it out by yourself. You have also to guess how to start missions, advance
in the game. You don't want to spend hours on a table before to start having fun.
It's NOT an HD version.
They choosed to disproportionate the screen ratio. So I see the table diformed. You can see that problem on the official
screenshots published by Team17. It's a 4/3 screen diformed in 16/9.
The first time I played, my screen went black. I had to reboot my computer.
This good old game desserved better than this. There's nothing to save this version. I wouldn't recomend it, even for free.. Holy
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 is this game fun.. teleportals really is a nice game, i bought it because the title assured me it would
be a nice game
you're gonna have a good time. ESCHATOS is basically the sequel to JUDGEMENT SILVERSWORD, which was a homebrew
wonderswan color game that has also been released on steam (it's pretty fun too). All the systems from that game return, but
with greater refinement. There's a really enjoyable time attack mode which starts off seemingly easy and gets increasingly
frantic as you realize you don't really have as much time as you thought; there's multiple difficulties as well. The main gimmick
is a shield which blocks shots but also turns them into a rotating damage-dealing swarm of purple things. Drop your shield and
the purple gems grant you points, which increase over the course of the game -- it's a fun mechanic and offers a smart way to do
risk-reward, since the shield can also be used to cheat your way through some difficult curtains if you haven't worn it down
trying to net extra gems for your scoreboard. Also the music is good! Buy this game. While it's an interesting story, and the
fighting techniques are quite unique I did find one thing very annoying.... I couldn't adjust the resolution of the game. It came
up in a tiny window on my screen and I had to adjust the resolution of my screen in order to make it bigger. There should
definitely be some controls for making the game full screen built into the game. Also the movement is bound to the arrow keys
instead of W,A,S,D, and doesn't allow for mouse clicks to make the game easier to navigate.

I do plan on putting some more time into the game to see more of the story, but I hope the developer will address these issues
eventually to make it a more enjoyable experience. Otherwise the story and world development, and the mechanic for going
back and forth through memories is quite enjoyable.
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